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Abstract. Cause consequence analysis is a safety assessment technique
that is traditionally used to model the causes of subsystem failures
in a critical system and their potential consequences using Fault Tree
and Event Tree (ET) dependability modeling techniques, combined in a
graphical Cause-Consequence Diagram (CCD). In this paper, we propose
a novel idea of using Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) for CCD analysis
based on formal methods. Unlike Fault Trees, RBDs allow to model the
success relationships of subsystem components to keep the entire subsys-
tem reliable. To this end, we formalize in higher-order logic new mathe-
matical formulations of CCD functions for the RBD modeling of generic
n-subsystems using HOL4. This formalization enables universal n-level
CCD analysis, based on RBDs and ETs, by determining the probabili-
ties of multi-state safety classes, i.e., complete/partial failure and success,
that can occur in the entire complex systems at the subsystem level.

Keywords: Cause-Consequence Diagram · Reliability Block
Diagram · Event Tree · Higher-order logic · Theorem proving

1 Introduction

Since the late 60’s, various types of dependability modeling techniques have been
developed to determine the safety assessment of safety-critical systems, such
as smart grids and automotive industry. These include predominantly graph
theory based approaches such as Fault Trees (FT) [18], Reliability Block Dia-
grams (RBD) [7] and Event Trees (ET) [14]. FTs mainly provide a graphical
model for analyzing the factors causing a complete system failure upon their
occurrences. On the other hand, RBDs provide a schematic structure for analyz-
ing the success relationships of system components that keep the entire system
reliable. In contrast to FTs and RBDs, ETs provide a tree model for all possible
complete/partial failure and success scenarios at the system-level so that one of
these possible scenarios can occur [14]. More recently, an approach has been pro-
posed to conduct ET analysis in conjunction with FTs to identify all subsystem
failure events in a critical system and their cascading dependencies on the entire
system [16]. This analysis method is known as cause-consequence analysis, using
a combined hierarchical structure of Cause-Consequence Diagrams (CCD) [16].
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Traditionally, CCD analysis based on FTs and ETs is carried out by using
paper-and-pencil approaches (e.g., [5]) or computer simulation tools (e.g., [20]).
The major limitations of the manual analysis approach are its human-error
proneness and scalability to handle large complex systems [19]. On the other
hand, simulation-based analysis approaches, such as MATLAB Monte-Carlo
Simulation (MCS), can be used for CCD analysis for faster computation. They,
however, lack the rigor of detailed proof steps and absolute accuracy (i.e., results
approximation) due to an explosion of the test cases [20]. A more practical
way to remedy the shortcomings of informal reasoning approaches of cause-
consequence analysis is to use formal generic mathematical formulations that can
analyze large-scale CCD graphs. Only a few works have previously considered
using formal methods for cause-consequence analysis. For instance, Ortmeier
et al. in [13] developed a formal framework for Deductive Cause-Consequence
Analysis (DCCA) using the SMV model checker to formally verify probabilistic
properties for CCD analysis. However, according to the authors of [9], there is a
scalability problem of showing the completeness of DCCA due to the exponen-
tial growth of the number of proof obligations with large complex CCD graphs.
For that reason, to overcome the above-mentioned limitations, we endeavor to
solve the scalability problem of CCDs by using theorem proving, in particular
the HOL4 proof assistant [10], which provides the ability of verifying generic
expressions constructed in higher-order logic (HOL).

Prior to this work, there were three notable projects for building formal
infrastructures in HOL to formally model and analyze FTs, RBDs and ETs.
For instance, Ahmad [4] used the HOL4 theorem prover to formalize ordinary
(static) FT and RBD structures. Elderhalli [8] had formalized dynamic versions
of FTs and RBDs in HOL4. These formalizations have been used for the reli-
ability analysis of several engineering systems. However, they formally analyze
either a critical system static/dynamic failure or static/dynamic success only.
Therefore, in [2], we developed a HOL4 theory to reason about ETs consider-
ing all failure and success events of system-level components simultaneously. We
proposed a new datatype EVENT TREE consisting of ET basic constructors that
can build large scale ET diagrams and provides us with the ability to obtain a
verified system-level failure/operating expression. Moreover, in [3], we proposed
a formal approach for state-of-the-art CCD analysis using the above static FT
and ET formalizations, which enables safety analysts to perform formal failure
analysis for n-level subsystems of a complex system and obtain all possible com-
plete/partial failure and success consequences events that can occur in HOL4.
However, in order to identify potential areas of poor reliability, safety analysts
often require a reliability model that is close to the hierarchical structure of
the subsystem components. For that reason, we propose in this paper a novel
approach to conduct a CCD analysis based on RBDs rather than FTs. In par-
ticular, we develop new formulations of CCDs based on RBD and ET theories,
and provide their formalization using HOL theorem proving.

Unlike FT-based CCD analysis, RBDs allow to model all success relationships
of n-subsystems to keep them reliable and obtain multi-state consequence safety
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classes, i.e., complete/partial failure and complete/partial success, that can occur
in the entire critical system at the subsystem level. To the best of our knowledge,
the idea of using RBD modeling in conjunction with the graph theory of CCDs
has not been proposed before. We propose new mathematical formulations that
can analyze scalable CCDs associated with different RBD configurations to n-
subsystems. In order to check the correctness of the newly-proposed equations,
we verified them within the sound environment of the HOL4 theorem prover.
To this end, we formalize in HOL4 cause-consequence functions for the formal
modeling of the graph theory of RBDs corresponding to generic n-subsystems.
Also, our proposed formalization enables the formal probabilistic assessment of
large scale n-level CCD structures based on any probabilistic distribution, which
makes our work the first of its kind.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we describe some pre-
liminaries of RBDs and ETs to facilitate understanding of the rest of the paper.
Section 3 presents the proposed formalization of CCDs based on RBDs and ETs,
including the newly introduced probabilistic formulations and their verification
in the HOL4 theorem prover. Lastly, Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we summarize the fundamentals of existing RBD and ET formal-
izations in HOL4 to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the rest of the paper.

2.1 RBD Formalization

Reliability Block Diagram [7] (RBD) analysis is one of the commonly used safety
assessment techniques for critical systems. It mainly provides a schematic dia-
gram for analyzing the success relationships of subsystem components that keep
the entire subsystem reliable. An RBD structure consists of blocks that represent
the subsystem components and connectors that indicate the connections between
these components. An RBD has two main types of configuration patterns series
and parallel. The reliability of a subsystem when its components are connected
in series configuration is considered to be reliable at time t only if all of the
components are functioning reliably at time t, then the overall reliability R of
the subsystem can be mathematically expressed as [7]:

Rseries(t) = Pr

(
N⋂
i=1

Xi(t)

)
=

N∏
i=1

Ri(t) (1)

Similarly, the reliability of a subsystem where its components connected in par-
allel will continue functioning at a specific time t as long as at least one of its
components remains functional, which can be mathematically expressed as [7]:

Rparallel(t) = Pr

(
N⋃
i=1

Xi(t)

)
= 1 −

N∏
i=1

(1 − Ri(t)) (2)
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Ahmad et al. in [4] presented the RBD formalization by defining a new
datatype rbd, in HOL4 as:

Hol datatype rbd = series of (rbd list) | parallel of (rbd list) |

atomic of (event)

The RBD constructors series and parallel are recursive functions on rbd-
typed lists, while the RBD constructor atomic operates on an rbd-type vari-
able. A semantic function is then defined over the rbd datatype that can yield
mathematically the corresponding RBD diagram as:

Definition 1
� rbd struct p (atomic X) = X ∧

rbd struct p (series[]) = p space p ∧ rbd struct p (parallel[]) = {} ∧
rbd struct p (series (X::XN)) =

rbd struct p X ∩ rbd struct p (series XN) ∧
rbd struct p (parallel (X::XN)) =

rbd struct p X ∪ rbd struct p (parallel XN)

The function rbd struct takes a single event X, identified by a basic type con-
structor atomic, and returns the given event X. If the function rbd struct takes
an arbitrary list of type rbd, identified by a type constructor series, then it
performs the intersection of all elements after applying the function rbd struct
on each element of the given list. Similarly, if the function rbd struct takes
an arbitrary list of type rbd, identified by a type constructor parallel, then
it returns the union of all elements after applying the function rbd struct on
each element of the list XN . The formal verification in HOL4 for the reliabil-
ity series and parallel probabilistic expressions Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively, is
presented in Table 1 [4]. These mathematical expressions (Theorems 1–2) are
verified under the constraints that (a) all associated events in the given list XN

are drawn from the events space p (XN ∈ events p); (b) p is a valid proba-
bility space (prob space p); and lastly (c) the events in the given list XN are
independent (MUTUAL INDEP p XN ). The function PROB LIST takes an arbitrary
list [Z1, Z2, Z3, . . . , ZN ] and returns a list of probabilities associated with the

Table 1. RBD probabilistic theorems [4]
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elements of the list [prob p Z1, prob p Z2, prob p Z3, . . . , prob p ZN ], while
the function COMPL LIST takes a list [X1,X2,X3, . . . , XN ] and returns the com-
plement of all elements in the list [(1 − X1), (1 − X2), (1 − X3), . . . , (1 − XN )].
The function

∏
takes a list [Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . , YN ] and returns the product of the

list elements Y1 × Y2 × Y3 × · · · × YN .

2.2 ET Formalization

Event Tree [14] (ET) is a widely used dependability modeling technique that can
model all possible system-level components failure and success states and their
cascading dependencies on the entire system in the form of a tree structure. An
ET diagram starts by an Initiating Node from which all possible consequence
scenarios of a sudden event that can occur in the system are drawn as Branches
connected to Proceeding Nodes so that only one of these scenarios can occur, i.e.,
all possible ET consequence paths are disjoint (mutually exclusive) and distinct.
These ET constructors were formally modeled using a new recursive datatype
EVENT TREE, in HOL4 as [2]:

Hol datatype EVENT TREE = ATOMIC of (event) | NODE of (EVENT TREE list) |

BRANCH of (event) (EVENT TREE)

The type constructors NODE and BRANCH are recursive functions on EVENT TREE-
typed. A semantic function is then defined over the EVENT TREE datatype that
can yield a corresponding ET diagram as:

Definition 2
� ETREE (ATOMIC Y) = Y ∧ ETREE (NODE []) = {} ∧

ETREE (NODE (X::XN)) = ETREE X ∪ (ETREE (NODE XN)) ∧
ETREE (BRANCH Y Z) = Y ∩ ETREE Z

The function ETREE takes a success/fail event Y, identified by an ET type con-
structor ATOMIC and returns the event Y. If the function ETREE takes a list XN of
type EVENT TREE, identified by a type constructor NODE, then it returns the union
of all elements after applying the function ETREE on each element of the given
list. Similarly, if the function ETREE takes a success/fail event X and a proceeding
ET Z, identified by a type constructor of EVENT TREE type, then it performs the
intersection of the event X with the ET Z after applying the function ETREE.
For the formal probabilistic assessment of each path occurrence in the ET dia-
gram, HOL4 probabilistic properties for NODE and BRANCH ET constructors are
presented in Table 2 [2]. These expressions are formally verified under the same
RBD constraints, i.e., XN ∈ events p, prob space p, MUTUAL INDEP p XN , as
well as the ET constraints defined by Papazoglou [14] (distinct, disjoint, finite),
i.e., ALL DISTINCT XN and disjoint XN to ensure that each pair of elements
in a given list XN is distinct and mutually exclusive, respectively. The elements
in a list are intrinsically finite and thus all ET constraint requirements are sat-
isfied. The function

∑
takes a list [X1,X2,X3, . . . , XN ] and returns the sum of

the list elements X1 + X2 + X3 + · · · + XN .
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Table 2. ET probabilistic theorems [2]

3 Cause-Consequence Diagram Formalization

The graph theory of CCDs [21] uses three basic constructors Decision box, Con-
sequence path and Consequence box [6]. The detailed description of the CCD con-
structors is illustrated in Table 3. To present a clear understanding of these con-
cepts, the traditional FT/ET-based CCD analysis for n-subsystems is described
in Fig. 1a. As shown in Fig. 1a, FT logic-gates, such as AND (models the com-
plete failure of the subsystem if all of the input failure events occur at the same
time) and OR (models the complete failure of the subsystem if any of the input
failure events occurs alone), are associated with all decision boxes to model the
failure of generic n-subsystems. It can be noticed from Fig. 1a that the output of
each NO BOX for all decision boxes is equal to the subsystem FT model (FTX),
while the YES BOX is the complement of the FT model (FTX). Analogously to

Table 3. CCD symbols and functions [3]
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Fig. 1. Cause consequence analysis models

Fig. 2. Overview of RBD-based CCD analysis [3]

Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b illustrates the proposed RBD/ET-based CCD analysis, where
different RBD configurations, such as series (models the complete success of the
subsystem if all of the input success events occur at the same time) and parallel
(models the complete success of the subsystem if any of the input success events
occurs alone), are associated with all CCD decision boxes to model the reliability
of generic n-subsystems. As shown in Fig. 1b, the output of each YES BOX for all
decision boxes is equal to the RBD outcome (RBDX), while the NO BOX is the
complement of the RBD model (RBDX).

Figure 2 depicts the overview of the developed four steps of cause-
consequence safety analysis for complex systems [5]: (1) Subsystems reliabil-
ity events: identify the success events for all subsystems using RBD models
that keep the subsystems reliable in a complex system; (2) Construction of
a complete CCD : build a full CCD diagram using its basic constructors (see
Table 3) considering that the order of components should follow the temporal
action of the system; (3) CCD model reduction: remove the unnecessary deci-
sion boxes in the system to obtain its minimal CCD model representing the
actual functional behavior of the complex system and reduce the number of test
cases; and (4) CCD probabilistic analysis: determine the probabilities of all CCD
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consequence paths, which represent the likelihood of specific sequence scenarios
that are possible to occur in a system so that only one scenario can occur [19].
This implies that all consequences in a CCD are mutually exclusive [6]. As
an example, consider a Wind Turbine system [15] consisting of two main sub-
systems: Induction Generator (IG) and Power Converter (PC), as shown in
Fig. 3a [11]. An IG consists of three components Stator, Rotor and Brushes [12],
while a PC consists of four components Rotor Side AC/DC Converter (RSC),
DC Filter, Grid Side DC/AC Converter (GSC) and Control Unit (CU) [17].
The four main steps of the above-mentioned RBD/ET-based cause-consequence
analysis for the wind turbine system can be done as follows:

1. Components reliability events: Assign an RBD series configuration to each
subsystem in the wind turbine, i.e., RIG, RPC, as shown in Fig. 3b [11], which
can be expressed mathematically as:

RIG = Rstator × Rrotor × Rbrushes (3)

RPC = RRSC × Rfilter × RGSC × RCU (4)

2. Construction of a complete CCD : Draw a complete CCD model of the wind
turbine system, as shown in Fig. 4a. For instance, if the condition of the IG
decision box is either YES or NO, then the next subsystem PC is taken into
consideration. Each consequence path in the CCD analysis ends with either
a wind turbine success (WTS) or a wind turbine failure (WTF ).

3. CCD model reduction: Apply the reduction operation on the constructed com-
plete CCD model. For instance, if the condition of the IG decision box (IG
functions correctly) is not satisfied, i.e., NO box, then the wind turbine fails
regardless of the status of PC. Figure 4b represents the minimal RBD/ET-
based cause consequence analysis of the wind turbine operation.

4. CCD probabilistic analysis: The probabilistic assessment of the two conse-
quence boxes WTS and WTF in Fig. 4b can be expressed mathematically as:

P(Consequence BoxWTS
) = P(IGYES) × P(PCYES) (5)

P(Consequence BoxWTF
) = P(IGYES) × P(PCNO) + P(IGNO) (6)

where P(XYES) is the reliability function outgoing from a subsystem deci-
sion box, i.e., RX model, and P(XNO) is the unreliability function or the
probability of failure, i.e., the complement of the RX model (RX).
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Fig. 4. Wind turbine cause consequence analysis

3.1 Formal CCD Modeling

The CCD basic constructors Decision box, Consequence path and Conse-
quence box, as described in Table 3, were formally developed, in HOL4, respec-
tively, as [3]:

Definition 3
� DECISION BOX p X Y = if X = 1 then FST Y else if X = 0 then SND Y

else p space p

where Y is an ordered pair (FST Y, SND Y) representing the reliability and unreli-
ability functions in a decision box, respectively. The condition X = 1 represents
the YES Box while X = 0 represents the NO Box. If X is neither 1 nor 0, for
instance, X = 2, then this represents the irrelevance of the decision box, which
returns the probability space p to be used in the CCD reduction process.

Secondly, the CCD Consequence path is defined by recursively applying the
BRANCH ET basic constructor (see Sect. 2.2) on a given n-list of decision boxes
(DECISION BOXN ) using the HOL4 recursive list function FOLDL as:

Definition 4
� CONSEQ PATH p (DECISION BOX1::DECISION BOXN)

= FOLDL (λa b. ETREE (BRANCH a (ATOMIC b))) DECISION BOX1 DECISION BOXN

Finally, the CCD Consequence box is defined by mapping the function
CONSEQ PATH on a given two-dimensional list of consequence paths LM using
the HOL4 mapping function MAP, then apply the NODE ET constructor:

Definition 5
� CONSEQ BOX p LM = ETREE (NODE (MAP (λa. CONSEQ PATH p a) LM))

Using the above-mentioned CCD generic definitions, we can formally construct
a complete CCD model (Step 2 in Fig. 2) for the wind turbine shown in Fig. 4a,
in HOL4 as:
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� Wind Turbine Complete CCD RIG RPC =

CONSEQ BOX p

[[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 1 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 0 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 0 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 1 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 0 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 0 (RPC,RPC)]]

In cause-consequence safety analysis [19], Step 3 in Fig. 2 is to minimize the
complete CCD model in the sense that the unnecessary decision boxes should be
eliminated to decrease the number of test cases and model the accurate functional
behavior of systems. Upon this, the reduced CCD model that actually represents
the wind turbine system, as shown in Fig. 4b, can be constructed formally by
assigning X with neither 1 nor 0 options, for instance, X = 2, which represents
the irrelevance of the decision box, in HOL4 as:

� Wind Turbine Reduced CCD RIG RPC =

CONSEQ BOX p

[[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 1 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 0 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 0 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 2 (RPC,RPC)]]

Also, we can formally verify the above minimal CCD model of the wind turbine
system after reduction, in HOL4 as:

� Wind Turbine Reduced CCD RIG RPC =

CONSEQ BOX p

[[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 1 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 1 (RIG,RIG); DECISION BOX p 0 (RPC,RPC)];

[DECISION BOX p 0 (RIG,RIG)]]

3.2 Formal CCD Analysis

The last step in the cause-consequence analysis is to evaluate the probability of
each path occurrence in the CCD model [6]. For that purpose, we propose the fol-
lowing novel CCD probabilistic mathematical formulations, based on RBD and
ET modeling techniques, which have the capability to determine the probability
of n-level CCD paths corresponding to n-subsystems in a critical system, where
each subsystem consists of an arbitrary list of RBD events. Then, we provide
the formalization of the proposed new formulas in HOL4.

One Decision Box: Figure 5 depicts a single CCD decision box associated with
either a series or a parallel RBD pattern. It can be observed that the YES BOX of
the former CCD diagram with a series RBD model is the outcome of Eq. 1 and
its NO BOX is the complement of Eq. 1. Similarly, the YES BOX of the later CCD
diagram with a parallel RBD model is the outcome of Eq. 2 and its NO BOX is
the complement of Eq. 2. The probability of a consequence path for each CCD
decision box assigned with a generic RBD model consisting of n-events, i.e.,
series or parallel, as shown in Fig. 5, is verified under the constraints described
in Table 1 (Sect. 2.1), respectively, in HOL4 as:
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Theorem 5
� let RBDseries = rbd struct p (series XN)

in prob space p ∧ XN ∈ events p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p XN ⇒
prob p (CONSEQ PATH p [DECISION BOX p J (RBDseries,COMPL p (RBDseries))])

= if J = 1 then
∏

(PROB LIST p XN)

else if J = 0 then 1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p XN) else 1

Theorem 6
� let RBDparallel = rbd struct p (parallel YM)

in prob space p ∧ YM ∈ events p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p YM ⇒
prob p(CONSEQ PATH p [DECISION BOX p K (RBDparallel,COMPL p(RBDparallel))])

= if K = 1 then 1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p (COMPL LIST p YM))

else if K = 0 then
∏

(PROB LIST p (COMPL LIST p YM)) else 1

where the function COMPL is defined to take a set X, which is the output of
the RBD function rbd struct, and returns the complement of the set X in the
probability space p. For a complex graph of CCDs consisting of n-level decision
boxes, where each decision box is associated with a series/parallel RBD model
consisting of an arbitrary list of success events, we define three types A, B and
C with all possible CCD consequence scenarios that can occur.

N Decision Boxes (Type A): The probability of n-level decision boxes assigned to
a consequence path corresponding to n-subsystems of a complex system, where
each decision box is associated with a generic RBD model consisting of an arbi-
trary list of k-events in a series connection, can be expressed mathematically
for three cases as:

X
XNX1 X2

XX

Subsystem K
Functions Correctly

YES NO

YY

Y1

Y2

YM

Y

Subsystem J
Functions Correctly

YES NO

Fig. 5. CCD decision boxes with RBD connections

(A1) All outcomes of n decisions boxes are YES

RA1(t) =
n∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t) (7)

(A2) All outcomes of n decisions boxes are NO

RA2(t) =
n∏

i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t)) (8)
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(A3) Some outcomes of m decisions boxes are YES and the rest outcomes of p
decisions boxes are NO, as shown in Fig. 6a, respectively, as follows:

RA3(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
(9)

To formalize the above-proposed new cause-consequence mathematical for-
mulations in HOL4, we formally define two generic functions SSY ES

series and
SSNO

series that can recursively generate the outcomes YES and NO of the RBD
function rbd struct, identified by the RBD basic constructor series, for a
given arbitrary list of subsystems (SS) events, respectively as:

Definition 6
� SSY ES

series p (SS1::SSN) =

rbd struct p (series (rbd list SS1))::SSY ES
series p SSN

Definition 7
� SSNO

series p (SS::SSN) =

COMPL p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list SS1)))::SSNO
series p SSN

Using the above defined functions, we can verify two-dimensional and scalable
CCD probabilistic properties corresponding to the proposed formulas Eq. 7, Eq. 8
and Eq. 9, respectively, in HOL4 as:

Theorem 7
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p SSN ∧ ∀y. y ∈ SSN ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒

prob p (CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES
series p SSN)) =∏

(MAP (λ a.
∏

(PROB LIST p a)) SSN)

Theorem 8
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p SSN ∧ ∀y. y ∈ SSN ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒

prob p (CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
series p SSN)) =∏

(MAP (λ b. (1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p b))) SSN)

Theorem 9
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p (SSM ++ SSP) ∧

∀y. y ∈ (SSM ++ SSP) ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒
prob p (CONSEQ PATH p [CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES

series p SSM);

CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
series p SSP)]) =∏

(MAP (λ a.
∏

(PROB LIST p a)) SSM) ×∏
(MAP (λ b. (1 -

∏
(PROB LIST p b))) SSP)

where the assumptions of Theorems 7–9 are similar to the ones used in Theorems
1–4 (see Sect. 2).
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Fig. 6. Proposed N-level decision boxes for CCD analysis

N Decision Boxes (Type B): Similarly, the probabilistic assessment of n-level
decision boxes assigned to a CCD consequence path, where each decision box
is associated with a generic RBD model consisting of k-events connected in
parallel, can be expressed mathematically for three cases: (B1) All outcomes of
n decisions boxes are YES; (B2) All outcomes of n decisions boxes are NO; and
(B3) Some outcomes of m decisions boxes are YES and some outcomes of p
decisions boxes are NO, as shown in Fig. 6b, respectively, as follows:

RB1(t) =
n∏

i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t))) (10)

RB2(t) =
n∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t)) (11)

RB3(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t)))

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

)
(12)

To verify the correctness of the above-proposed new CCD mathematical for-
mulas in HOL4, we define two generic functions SSY ES

parallel and SSNO
parallel to

recursively generate the outcomes YES and NO of the function rbd struct, iden-
tified by the RBD constructor parallel, for a given list of subsystems events.

Definition 8
� SSY ES

parallel p (SS1::SSN) =

rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list SS1))::SSY ES
parallel p SSN
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Definition 9
� SSNO

parallel p (SS::SSN) =

COMPL p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list SS1)))::SSNO
parallel p SSN

Using above defined functions, we can formally verify three scalable properties
corresponding to Eq. 10, Eq. 11, and Eq. 12, respectively, in HOL4 as:

Theorem 10
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p SSN ∧ ∀y. y ∈ SSN ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒

prob p (CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES
parallel p SSN)) =∏

(MAP (λ a. (1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p (compl list p a)))) SSN)

Theorem 11
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p SSN ∧ ∀y. y ∈ SSN ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒

prob p (CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
parallel p SSN)) =∏

(MAP (λ b.
∏

(PROB LIST p (compl list p b))) SSN)

Theorem 12
� prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p (SSM ++ SSP) ∧

∀y. y ∈ (SSM ++ SSP) ⇒ y ∈ events p ∧ ⇒
prob p (CONSEQ PATH p [CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES

parallel p SSM);

CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
parallel p SSP)]) =∏

(MAP (λ a. (1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p (compl list p a)))) SSM) ×∏
(MAP (λ b.

∏
(PROB LIST p (compl list p b))) SSP)

N Decision Boxes (Type C): The probabilistic assessment of n-level decision
boxes assigned to a consequence path for a very complex system, where some m
decision boxes are associated with generic RBD models consisting of k-events
connected in series, while other p decision boxes are associated with generic RBD
models consisting of z-events connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 1b, can be
expressed mathematically for nine cases as:
(C1) All outcomes of m and p decisions boxes are YES.

RC1(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

(1 −
z∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t)))

)
(13)

(C2) All outcomes of m and p decisions boxes are NO.

RC2(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

z∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

)
(14)

(C3) All outcomes of m decisions boxes are YES and all outcomes of p decisions
boxes are NO.

RC3(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

z∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

)
(15)
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(C4) All outcomes of m decisions boxes are NO and all outcomes of p decisions
boxes are YES.

RC4(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

(1 −
z∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t)))

)
(16)

(C5) Some outcomes of s out of m decisions boxes are YES, some outcomes of u
out of m decisions boxes are NO and all outcomes of p decisions boxes are YES.

RC5(t) =

(
s∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
u∏

i=1

(1−
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

(1−
z∏

j=1

(1−Rij(t)))

)

(17)
(C6) Some outcomes of s out of m decisions boxes are YES, some outcomes of u
out of m decisions boxes are NO and all outcomes of p decisions boxes are NO.

RC6(t) =

(
s∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
u∏

i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
×

(
p∏

i=1

z∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

)

(18)
(C7) Some outcomes of s out of p decisions boxes are YES, some outcomes of u
out of p decisions boxes are NO and all outcomes of m decisions boxes are YES.

RC7(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
u∏

i=1

z∏
j=1

(1−Rij(t))

)
×

(
s∏

i=1

(1−
z∏

j=1

(1−Rij(t)))

)

(19)
(C8) Some outcomes of s out of p decisions boxes are YES, some outcomes of u
out of p decisions boxes are NO and all outcomes of m decisions boxes are NO.

RC8(t) =

(
m∏
i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)
×

(
u∏

i=1

z∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

)

×
(

s∏
i=1

(1 −
z∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t)))

) (20)

Using Theorems 5–12, we formally verify in HOL4 all the above-newly pro-
posed formulas from Eq. 13 to Eq. 20 for RBD/ET-based cause consequence
safety analysis (see Theorems 13–20, respectively, in [1]), which is evidence for
the correctness of the proposed mathematical formulations.

(C9) Some outcomes of s out of m decisions boxes are YES, some outcomes
of u out of m decisions boxes are NO, some outcomes of v out of p decisions
boxes are YES and some outcomes of w out of p decisions boxes are NO.
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RC9(t) =

(
s∏

i=1

k∏
j=1

Rij(t)

)
×

(
u∏

i=1

(1 −
k∏

j=1

Rij(t))

)

×
(

v∏
i=1

(1 −
z∏

j=1

(1 − Rij(t)))

)
×

(
w∏
i=1

z∏
j=1

(1 − Rij(t))

) (21)

Theorem 21
� prob p (CONSEQ PATH p [CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES

series p SSs);

CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
series p SSu);

CONSEQ PATH p (SSY ES
parallel p SSv);

CONSEQ PATH p (SSNO
parallel p SSw)]) =∏

(MAP (λ a.
∏

(PROB LIST p a)) SSs) ×∏
(MAP (λ b. 1 -

∏
(PROB LIST p b)) SSu) ×∏

(MAP (λ c. (1 -
∏

(PROB LIST p (compl list p c)))) SSv) ×∏
(MAP (λ d.

∏
(PROB LIST p (compl list p d))) SSw)

A Consequence Box: Lastly, we verify a generic probabilistic formulation of a
CCD CONSEQ BOX for a certain event occurrence in the given system as the sum
of all individual probabilities of all M CCD paths ending with that event:

Theorem 22
� Let PATHS LM = MAP (λa. CONSEQ PATH p a) LM)

in prob space p ∧ MUTUAL INDEP p LM ∧ disjoint (PATHS LM) ∧
ALL DISTINCT (PATHS LM) ⇒
prob p (CONSEQ BOX p LM) =

∑
(PROB LIST p (PATHS LM))

where the assumptions of the above-theorem are quite similar to those used in
Theorems 3 and 4 (see Sect. 2.2). The verification of all the above-mentioned
theorems was a bit challenging as we are dealing with all four types of different
RBD configurations, i.e., series, the complement of series, parallel, and the com-
plement of parallel, where each type is consisting of generic n-decision boxes and
each decision box is associated with generic m-events, simultaneously in HOL4.
The proof-script of the formalization work presented in this section amounts to
about 5,500 lines of HOL4 code and can be downloaded from [1].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed novel formulations of cause-consequence analysis,
based on RBDs and ETs dependability modeling techniques, for the safety assess-
ment of large systems. We provided a HOL4 formalization for the proposed equa-
tions that enables the formal probabilistic assessment of scalable CCD models
associated with different RBD configurations and based on any probabilistic
distribution and failure rates. Moreover, the proposed RBD/ET-based CCD for-
malization in HOL4 solves the scalability problem of n-level CCD analysis. Our
proposed new formulations provide the first mechanical computation of complex
n-level cause-consequence probabilistic analysis ever, augmented with the rigor
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of the HOL4 theorem prover. As future work, we plan to use the proposed CCD
formalization in performing the formal RBD/ET-based cause consequence anal-
ysis of real-world complex systems, such as a smart grid or a nuclear power plant
system, to verify their probabilistic expressions for all possible safety classes of
consequence events at the subsystem level.
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